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Note
This document is under development and is incomplete. There should be enough information to get you
started – have a play around, try right-clicking on tables and graphs to see context menus.
Some of the figures are out of date (in some cases some buttons may be missing as new functionality has
been added) but should be accurate in the relevant areas.
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Installation

The software is distributed as a runnable jar file. You will need the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) installed.
Download the jar file into your chosen directory. Double click on it. If your system is set up to recognise
runnable jar files it will run. If it doesn't run

1.1

Linux

(The following instructions are for Fedora using File Browser. Something similar will probably work on other
Linux distributions)

1.2



Right-click on the file.



Select “Open with other application”.



If “java” is shown try that, otherwise continue with these steps.



Under “Use custom command” enter “java -jar”.



Click “Open”. The program should now run.



In File Browser, right-click on the jar file again.



Select “Properties”.



Go to the “Open With” tab – from here you can set “java” to be the default application for all
jar files.

Windows


Right-click on the file.



Select “Open with other application”.



Browse to “java”

With large data files, the java process may have memory issues. These can be avoided by
running the VSA through a batch file (“VSA.bat”) which contains the command:
java -Xmx3G -jar "<Path to jar file>\MAJVSA_1_X_YY.jar
where X and YY are the version number parts. The -Xmx3G command sets the maximum
heap size used by the JVM.
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Overview

Before explaining how to use the analyser it is worth describing what is was developed for, as this will explain some of the features.
The analyser was written to process 3-D velocity measurements made using a Nortek Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter over a cross-section of a rectangular experimental channel. At each “data point” on the crosssection the instantaneous velocity (along three orthogonal axes) was measured at high-frequency, giving a
velocity signal at each point, for each axis. All the data points over the cross-section form a “dataset”.
Some of the terminology in this user guide and in the text on the software GUI reflects this original purpose
- for example, data point co-ordinates are yz (horizontal-vertical), rather than xy as the x co-ordinate was
used for the axis along the channel, perpendicular to the cross-section.
Notation:
The VSA presents data in a left-handed co-ordinate system. The x-axis runs perpendicular to
the cross-section, into the screen. Instantaneous velocity measurements in this direction
are represented by u, with capitals representing point-mean values (the mean of all instantaneous measurements at that data point) and primes the fluctuations from this mean:
u = U + u'
The y and z-axes run horizontally and vertically within the cross-section respectively. Velocities are represented by v and w respectively:
v = V + v'
w = W + w'
y is positive from left to right. z is positive upwards and measured from the channel bed.

This software will read the measurements at each data point from files, one file per data point. Files are
imported by specifying a directory - all (or selected) correctly named files from a specified directory are imported and the data automatically plotted in the cross-section.
A number of filtering options are available to remove spikes (invalid measurements which occur with some
measuring equipment). These include Phase-Space Thresholding and Velocity Correlation. References for
these are shown on the GUI if an understanding of them is required.
Rotation correction can also be applied. This is a method for correcting slight errors in the orientation of
the probe and is detailed in Sections 17.2 and 17.3.
Various parameters/analyses of interest are calculated, including:


Streamwise (x) integrated channel mean velocity



Transverse (y) and vertical (z) integrated channel mean RMS velocity



Lateral velocity vectors



Point mean velocity values (pre- and post-filtering)



Vertical and horizontal Reynolds' stresses



Turbulent kinetic energy, turbulence intensity and turbulence intensity flux



Vorticity equation terms



Quadrant-Hole analysis



Probability Density Functions (PDFs)



Power spectra

The distribution of all the calculated parameters may be shown graphically, over the entire cross-section
and as vertical and horizontal sections. The data from these graphs can be exported as a table (for import
into a spreadsheet, for example) or as a script to be cut-and-paste into MatLab (to allow prettier graphs to
be produced).
Other functionality includes:
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Data may be trimmed and large data sets automatically split (see Section 16).



Filtered time-series may be exported to file, either in ASCII format or as Matlab “.m” files (see Section 17.5).



Non-rectangular cross-sections may be defined (see Section 21).

Assumptions

Where density, ρ, is required in calculations it is taken to be the density of water, 1000𝑘𝑔/𝑚3.
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Importable File Types

The following file types may be imported by the VSA:
Nortek Vectrino
o

Binary (.vno) files

o

Converted (.dat) files (these must be with their header (.hdr) file)

Nortek Vectrino II
o

Matlab format (.mat) files

o

Converted (.dat) files (these must be with their header (.hdr) file)

Nortek PolySync
o

Binary (.vno) files with a single probe or multiple probes

o

Converted (.dat) files (these must be with their header (.hdr) file)

Nortek Vector
o

Binary (.vec) files; burst mode files are automatically split by burst

o

Converted (.dat) files (these must be with their header (.hdr) file)

Turbulent Flow Instrumentation (TFI) Cobra probe
o

Binary (.thX) (see Section 13.5)

3-D CSV data:
u(1),v(1),w(1)
u(2),v(2),w(2)
. . .
. . .
. . .
u(n),v(n),w(n)

Please note: An issue was found when the CSV files used a different decimal separator to
the standard separator for the country specified on the system running the VSA (for example, in Germany the decimal separator is a comma (,). When importing a CSV file which
uses a point (.) as the decimal separator on a system in Germany, incorrect values are imported). From v1.5.63 the decimal separator for CSV files is configurable. If in doubt,
please see “Appendix D – CSV Test Data” for a test procedure.

A file containing single U measurements, with their cross-sectional co-ordinates (y,z):
y(1),z(1),U(1)
y(2),z(2),U(2)
. . .
. . .
. . .
y(n),z(n),U(n)
The software has been designed such that the addition of support for other file types is straightforward.
Note that filtering by signal correlation and Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is only available for those instruments which record this data. Similarly, “wDiff” filtering is only available for instruments which record two
independent w velocities. See Section 0 for more details.
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Data Point Filenames

For importing files from a specified directory, the filename must be of the format:
<y-coordinate>-<z-coordinate>.<extension>
or:
<y-coordinate>-<z-coordinate>-<theta_rotation angle>-<phi_rotation angle><alpha_rotation angle>.<extension>
A comment may also be added, separated from the main name by a semi-colon:
<y-coordinate>-<z-coordinate>,<comment>.<extension>
The comment will appear in the list of files in the import dialog (see Section 13)
The co-ordinates must be integer values. Negative co-ordinates are allowed, e.g. “-10—10.vno” (note the
double “-” for the second ordinate).
The rotation angles must be integer values. These represent any rotation of the measurement axes from
the channel axes (see Section 0).
The extension must be either “csv” or “txt” for CSV files, one of the extensions automatically applied by the
Nortek software (Vectrino+, PolySync, Vector or one of their standard conversion tools), or “.thX” for TFI
Cobra probes, where X is A, B, C,…,etc. indicating the probe.
The co-ordinates and rotation angles are read from the filename and assigned automatically to the data
point data held in the file. The extension is used to identify files which the software can import.
For multi-run data the filename must be preceded by the run index (see 13.6 for more detail of multi-run
datasets):
<run index>-<y-coordinate>-<z-coordinate>…
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Configuration

Choosing “Configuration” from the menu brings up the configuration dialog, shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The Configuration Dialog
This can be used to configure default directories, dataset values, data point values and filtering options. It
should be fairly self-explanatory – where more explanation is required it is given below or in the relevant
section of the documentation. When “Ok” is pressed the configuration will be saved. Custom dataset configurations may be set through the dataset’s configuration tab.

6.1

Invert ?-axis

This functionality should be used to such that the probe data are imported in the left-handed co-ordinate
system used by the VSA. For example, Nortek Vectrino+ probes use a right-handed co-ordinate system, and
so the y-axis needs to be inverted, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Probe axis inversion of a right-handed probe to the VSA's left-handed co-ordinate system
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Axes Translation

Due to channel geometry it may be necessary to align the probe such that the probe axes are not parallel to
the channel axes. This may be accounted for by specifying the axis rotation angles, theta (rotation in the xzplane, around the y-axis), phi (rotation in the yz-plane, around the x-axis) and alpha (rotation in the xyplane, around the z-axis) through the filename (see Sections 0). If these angles are specified, the translation
is performed automatically when a data point is imported. A clockwise rotation when looking along the axis
in the positive direction is a positive angle, and the angles are those needed to translate the probe axes into
the VSA axes.
Note:
The “Invert ?-axis” checkboxes should be used to translate the probe axes into a left-handed coordinate system; see Section 6.1.
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Filtering

The VSA includes a number of methods for filtering the velocity time-series in order to remove spikes of
invalid data. These are configured through the configuration tab (see Section 0) and are:
i.

Exclude Level – the user specifies a factor, f σ, of the standard deviation, σ, to be used as a limit for
valid fluctuations from the mean, i.e. if |u’| >fσ σ then the value is discarded.

ii.

[Signal] Correlation and SNR – the user specifies a limiting signal correlation and SNR (as recorded
by the instrument) and measurements for which the correlation or SNR is below the respective limiting value are excluded (obviously this functionality will only filter when the necessary data is
available).

iii.

50pt Moving Average – this simply filters the time-series using a 50 point moving average. The average is calculated using the preceding 25 points, the point value itself, and the 24 following points.
At the start (and end) of the time-series, where there are insufficient preceding (or following)
points, the range is shifted to include all preceding points and sufficient following points to maintain the 50 point sample size.

iv.

w1 and w2 Difference (“wDiff”) - some instruments record two independent measurements of the
w velocity. In wDiff filtering, this difference is calculated as a percentage of the root-mean-square
value of the w1 time-series. The user specifies a limiting percentage and measurements for which
this percentage is exceeded are excluded.

v.

Velocity Correlation – see Cea et al. (2007).

vi.

Phase-Space Thresholding (PST) – see Goring and Nikora (2002).

vii.

Modified PST – see Parsheh et al. (2010).

It is strongly recommended that the user reads the references for the filtering schemes in order to understand their advantages and disadvantages, and their configurable parameters, respectively:
i.

f σ.

ii.

Correlation limit and SNR limits.

iii.

None.

iv.

The limiting wDIff percentage.

v.

The sampling rate (this must match the time-series)

vi.

As for (v) plus the characteristic scalar (CS) used to define the filtering limits.

vii.

As for (vi) plus the C1 and C2 values.

For all filtering methods the spike replacement scheme may be specified.
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Testing

Calculations have been verified by comparison with calculation performed using Excel spreadsheets with
data from randomly selected data points.
Filtering has been verified by visual comparison of input and output signals. Additionally, Modified Phase
Space Thresholding (mPST) has been verified against test data kindly supplied by the designers of the
method (see GUI for references). As mPST uses standard PST, this forms an indirect test of the standard
PST.
Wavelet analysis has been tested by comparison with the Matlab Fast Wavelet Transform code of Newland
(1995).
Note:
The mPST testing showed slight differences to the supplied test results. The supplied results showed
the method missing small negative (below mean) spikes while the implementation in this software detects those spikes but misses a similar number of small positive spikes. This is assumed (by me) to be
due to rounding errors.

10 Licence
Please see Appendix A for the full licence. When the software starts the about box is shown. This includes
licensing information which you should read. Click “I Accept” to proceed.
The software is packaged with the Wojciech Gradkowski’s “jmatio” library, with some minor modifications
by myself and other modifications by Robert Craig of Nortek. Under the conditions of the licence for this
library, it is distributed under these terms:
“Copyright (c) 2006, Wojciech Gradkowski
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:
* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
distribution.
* Neither the name of the JMatIO nor the names of its
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.”

11 Matlab Connection
If a compatible version of Matlab is installed, graphs and datapoint details may be exported directly to
Matlab (see Sections 17.6 and 19.1). At start-up, the VSA will check whether Matlab is available and menu
items will be enabled/disabled accordingly.

12 Creating a Dataset
Four types of dataset – single probe, multiple probe, multi-run single probe and multi-run multiple probe may be created via the dataset creation buttons (Figure 3).

Figure 3: The Dataset Creation Buttons
Enter a filename.
An empty dataset will open and the data point import buttons will be shown (Figure 4). The number of import buttons will depend on the functionality for the type of dataset opened. Once data points have been
imported (see “3.7 “) the analyser will look something like Figure 5.

Figure 4: An Empty Dataset and the Data Import Buttons

Figure 5: A Populated Dataset

The “Q/A” value shown above the chart is calculated from the measured discharge, water depth and channel cross-section definition. Initially, the cross-sectional area is calculated from the left and right bank coordinates, assuming a rectangular channel. These are shown in the dataset configuration panel and take
the default values set through the configuration dialog.
The table at the bottom of the GUI is here-on referred to as the “Summary Table”. It consists of two tabs,
one showing an overview of each data point and one showing a more detailed breakdown of the velocity
data, including unfiltered and untranslated values for validation purposes.

13 Importing Velocity Measurements
13.1 Single Probe – Batches of CSV Files from a Specified Directory
Batches of single probe, delimited files are imported by clicking on the button marked in red:

Figure 6: CSV File Import Button

This will bring up the import dialog:

Figure 7: The Single Probe Import Dialog
Note that the list of files may be empty if there are no appropriately named files in the directory. Click
“Choose Directory” to specify the directory containing the files to import. Correctly labelled files will then
be shown.
Click “Import All” to import all files from the directory. Alternatively, click on a row in the grid to select a file
(multiple files may be selected using the standard <Ctrl> and <Shift> functionality) and click “Import Selected” to select those files only.
Notes:
The delimiter may be selected through the configuration dialog.

The “Last Modified” column is used to order the files with the most recent first.
These files must be in the format (assuming a comma delimiter):
u(1),v(1),w(1)
u(2),v(2),w(2)
u(3),v(3),w(3)
.
.
.
u(n),v(n),w(n)
If only u values are to be imported a single value may be specified on each line; v and w are then defaulted to zero.

13.2 Single Probe – Batches of Binary Single Probe Data Files (*.vno, *.vec) from a
Specified Directory
Batches of single probe, binaryVectrino, Vector and Cobra probe files are imported by clicking on the button marked in red in Figure 8:

Figure 8: The Single Probe, Binary File Import Button
Files with the extension “.vno”, “.vec” or “.thX” will be shown in the import dialog, which is basically as
shown in Section 13.1.

13.3 Single Probe – Batches of Converted Vectrino or Vector Data Files (*.dat) from a
Specified Directory
Batches of single probe, converted Vectrino and Vector files are imported by clicking on the button marked
in red:

Figure 9: The Single Probe, Converted Vectrino or
Vecotor Import Button
Files with the extension “.dat” will be shown in the import dialog, which is basically as shown in Section
13.1.
Note:
When the “.dat” files are created a header file (“.hdr”) is also created. This must be in the same directory,
and have the same filename, as the “.dat” files as it is needed to determine the data order in the “.dat”
files.

13.4 Single & Multiple Probe – Single File of U Measurements
It is sometimes necessary to take single U measurements at certain positions in the cross-section (e.g. with
a Pitot-static tube). These can be imported from a single delimited file by clicking the button marked in Figure 10.

Figure 10: The File of SIngle U Measurements Import
Button
Bringing up an import dialog as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: The File of SIngle U Measurements Import DIalog
Click “Select File” and select the file to import.
Note:
These files must be in the format (assuming a comma delimiter):
y(1),z(1),U(1)

y(2),z(2),U(2)
y(3),z(3),U(3)
.
.
.
y(n),z(n),U(n)
The V and W values are set to defaults. This import should only be used to examine the U distribution and
channel-mean U. It is recommended that the dataset be saved with a different filename once this import
has been done. The delimiter must be that selected through the “Configuration” dialog.

13.5 Multiple Probes
For true multi-probe datasets (for example, those recorded using PolySync software) the import procedure
is, in the main, as above. However, the import dialogs have additional components to specify the relationship between the probes used to record the data (Figure 12).

Figure 12:
Mutit-Probe
Import
DIalog
The additional
functionality
is to
process
velocity measurements from additional probes (up to a maximum
of 9 probes). These probes can be specified as either “fixed” or “offset”.
Offset probes are additional probes measuring at other points on the cross-section. Their location is represented as an offset from the main probe position (which is read from the filename).
Only one probe can be set to be the “fixed probe”. The data from a fixed probe is imported into a fixed
probe dataset which is linked to the main dataset. Each fixed probe data point is plotted on a separate
cross-section at the position of main probe data point it is associated with.
A default probe setup may be set in the configuration dialog. The default setup will be applied when the
dataset is created and cannot be overwritten – if it is incorrect it may be easier to change the configuration
dialog settings and re-create the dataset (or you can set them up on the import dialog each time you import files to that dataset).
For multi-probe setups such as for Cobra probes, where a separate file is used for each probe and indicated
by a suffix (e.g. “.thA” for probe 1, “.thB” for probe 2), the suffix is used to identify the probe. This is not
configurable and so the first probe must have the “A” suffix and so on.
Example 1:

Importing three files, “37-20.vno”, “37-40.vno” and “47-10”.vno, with a fixed probe at y = 100, z = 40
(Figure 13) gives the dataset seen in Figure 14 and Figure 15.

Figure 13: Example Import Dialog

Figure 14: Example Multi-Probe Dataset with a Fixed Probe, Showing the Main Dataset

Figure 15:Example Multi-Probe Dataset with a Fixed Probe, Showing the Fixed Probe Dataset

Example 2:
Importing three files, “37-20.vno”, “37-40.vno” and “47-10”.vno, with a fixed probe at y-offset = 100, zoffset = 40 (Figure 16) gives the dataset seen in Figure 17.

Figure 16: Example Multi-Probe Import Dialog (Offset Probe)

Figure 17: Example Multi-Probe Dataset with an Offset Probe

Note:
This functionality has only been tested for files with 2 probes. It was designed to process measurements
taken with one probe which traversed the cross-section and a second probe, situated at a different xposition (i.e. upstream or downstream of the main cross-section), which was in a fixed position for all data
points.
Converted PolySync fileshave a filename of the form “<filename>vel.txt” as opposed to the “*.dat” converted Vectrino files. Therefore the “Import Converted…” dialog will show only these files.

13.6 Multi-Run Data
Multi-run datasets allow mean time-series to be constructed from a number of runs. This is useful for examining trends in data which may show significant variation between the time-series taken for individual
runs.
For multi-run files, the file name must have an extra parameter, the run index, as specified in Section 0. This
will results in multiple files for each data point, e.g. 1-10-10.txt, 2-10-10.txt, 3-10-10.txt for the point at
y=10, z=10 in a three run dataset.
Example 3:
Importing data for a data point at 37-40 for a two-run multi-run dataset, with a two-probe multi-probe setup, with a probe offset of y=100 (Figure 18) gives the data set shown in Figure 19.

Figure 18: Example Multi-Run Import Dialog

Figure 19: Example Multi-Run, Multi-Probe Dataset

Note the additional dataset tabs, one for each run, which show the data for the data points in that run. The
“Main” tab shows the run-mean data, taken by creating a time-series from the mean values of the run
time-series at each time:
𝑁

1
𝑢𝑟𝑚 (𝑡) = ∑ 𝑢𝑖 (𝑡)
𝑁
𝑖=1

Additionally, the run data may be synchronised based on the index of the maximum value, or of the first
occurrence of a limiting value (the synchronisation index, SI). Thus if two time-series have their SI at t=5s
and t=10s respectively, the run-mean time series will be calculated using:
𝑢𝑟𝑚 (𝑡) =

1
(𝑢 (𝑡 + 5) + 𝑢2 (𝑡))
2 1

The limiting value may be specified as being based on a falling or rising edge, allowing both increases and
decreases from 𝑢𝑖 (0) to be detected. An example of unsynchronised and synchronised data sets (limiting
value = 2.22, falling edge) are shown in Figure 20:

Figure 20: Synchronised and Unsynchronised Multi-Run Time-Series
Default values for this functionality are set through the configuration dialog “Multi-Run” tab, while datasetspecific values may be set through the dataset’s configuration tab.
Note:
The values shown in “Main” table are the run-mean values (e.g. the standard deviation at the point y=10,
z=10 is the mean of that point’s standard deviations for each run). To see the mean and standard deviations
of the run-mean time series itself, double click on the row in the table to open the data point details.
Multi-run data point import is analogous to that described above for single and multiple probe data sets
(see Sections 13.1 to 13.5).

13.7 Auto-Trim
The auto-trim functionality trims the time-series as they are imported from the raw data files. The timeseries are reduced to a prescribed length, around a prescribed point in the series (the trim point). The trim
point is specified in the same way as the Multi-Run synchronisation index. Two additional parameters are
specified through the configuration panel: prior length (“Seconds Before”) and the sample length. Prior
length is the time (in seconds) before the trim point at which the trimmed series should start. The sample
length is the number of measurements to be included in the trimmed series. For example, if a 2Hz measurement gives the series u(t) = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10ms -1, and the trim point is specified as the first time
u >= 4ms-1, with prior length = 1s and sample length = 6, then the auto-trimmed series is 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.

Note:
1. As trimming is done at import time, the trim parameters can only be changed on an empty dataset.
2. If the trim point is less than the prior length from the start of the time-series, or the trim point conditions are never met, then the trimmed time-series simply starts from the beginning of the untrimmed time-series. Similarly, if the sample length is greater than the number of available measurements then the trimmed time-series runs until the end of the original time-series.
3. Auto-trimming slows import as two filtering steps are required - the untrimmed data must be axistranslated and filtered before identification of the trim point, and then the trimmed data must be
axis-translated and filtered.
4. If wavelet analysis is to be used, it is recommended that the sample length be a positive integer
power of 2. This ensures that the whole of the trimmed time-series is used in the wavelet analysis
calculation, which will otherwise truncate the time-series at the largest power of two not exceeding
the time-series length (i.e. if a time-series has length 2 n+a then only the first 2n measurements will
be used for wavelet analysis).

14 Saving a Dataset
Click the save button to save the dataset:

The dataset can be copied by specifying a new dataset name when saving.
Note:
If a dataset called “test.majds” is saved in the directory “Example Directory”, “Example Directory” will contain “test.majds” (the dataset summary file) and a directory “test”, referred to as the dataset directory,
which contains files for each data point in the “test.majds” dataset.
When a data point is imported, the instantaneous velocity measurements are written to a temporary file in
“test/temp”. When the dataset is saved these temporary files are copied to the dataset directory. If many
data points have been added this can take a while.
Similarly, if a dataset is copied, all the data point files are copied to the new dataset directory, and so this
can take a while for a large dataset. Be patient!

15 Data Point Details
The instantaneous velocity measurements at a data point may be viewed by double-clicking on that data
point in the table of data point mean velocities, opening a new window containing graphical and tabular
data:

16 Time-Series Trimming and Data File Splitting
The data point details panel (see Section 15) allows trimming of the data, allowing sub-series to be extracted. It should be noted that this process overwrites the data for that data point with the sub-series; if the
full series is to be retain then save the data set with a different filename prior to trimming. If the data set is
not saved after the trimming has been performed, the full data is not overwritten (any mistakes can thus be
rectified by closing the data set without saving and re-opening it. Once the data set has been saved this is
no longer possible).
The original raw data files are not affected by the trimming, so as a last resort it is possible to rebuild the
data set from scratch.
Large data files may be split using the configuration options on the Configuration tab/dialog. The user sp ecifies the maximum number of measurements per file, and files are automatically split during the import
process. Note that as the file is split, the y-coordinate of the data points is incremented by (number of
measurements * sampling rate) and so the y-coordinate becomes the “start time” of the subset of the full
data. E.g. for the file 0-0.vno consisting of 50000 measurements, sampled at a rate of 2kHz and with maximum measurements per data point set to 10000, the data points “0-0”, “5-0”, “10-0”, “15-0” and “20-0”
will be created.
Note
Vector data files are automatically split into bursts if the data was recorded with burst mode on.

17 Summary Table Right-Click Menu
Right-clicking on the Summary Table brings up a menu with a number of options, including data point removal, Quadrant-Hole analysis, PDFs, etc.. Most of these should be self-explanatory, additional information
is given for others here:

17.1 Selection Tool
This allows a subset of the data points to be selected, specified by co-ordinate ranges. If a number of data
points are selected, the other right-click menu options will apply to all selected data points (e.g. “Show
PDF” will show the PDFs for all selected data points).

17.2 Create R.C. Batch
This performs the rotation correction, using the selected data points as one batch (see Section 20).

17.3 Create R.C. Batch from File
This performs the rotation correction (see Section 20) using the batches specified in the rotation correction
batch file. The batch file must be created manually using a text or XML editor. The file, which must have the
same name as the dataset, has the extension “.majrcb” and should be placed in the dataset directory (see
Section 13.6). The batch file should be of the format:
<batches>
<batch batch_number="1">
<batch_limits>

<y_min>57</y_min>
<y_max>557</y_max>
<z_min>10</z_min>
<z_max>70</z_max>
</batch_limits>
</batch>
<batch batch_number="2">
<batch_limits>
<y_min>567</y_min>
<y_max>577</y_max>
<z_min>10</z_min>
<z_max>90</z_max>
</batch_limits>
</batch>
.
.
.
<batch batch_number="n">
<batch_limits>
<y_min>10</y_min>
<y_max>257</y_max>
<z_min>80</z_min>
<z_max>90</z_max>
</batch_limits>
</batch>
</batches>
wherey_min, y_max, z_min and z_max specify the upper and lower limits for the co-ordinates of data
points which are in that batch.

17.4 Unnormalised and Normalised Q-H Analysis
Normalised Q-H analysis scales the shear stresses for each data point by the product of the standard deviations of the velocity measurements. e.g. for the u'w' analysis, the shear stress is scaled by σ uσw.

17.5 Save Details to File
Exports the u measurements after filtering, axis translation and rotation correction have been applied so
that they can be used in other applications, such as a spreadsheet. Data can be exported as either ASCII
(plain text; <y-coord>-<z-coord>.dat) files of tab separated u, v and w values, or as Matlab (<y-coord>-<zcoord>.mat) files. The Matlab files can be opened in Matlab and will create arrays holding configuration
parameters and velocity, correlation and SNR data.
If Multi-Run data points are exported, the run-mean values are output first, followed by the individual run
values.

17.6 Send Details to Matlab
If a compatible version of Matlab is installed, datapoint details are exported direct to Matlab.

17.7 Show Power Spectral Density
Displays an estimation of the power spectral density (PSD). The estimation method may be selected
through the dataset configuration, as either Bartlett method or Welch method. Both split the signal into a
number of averaging windows, calculate the PSD for each and return the ensemble mean PSD. The Welch
method overlaps the windows, and also applies a filter (either a Bartlett Window or Hamming Window) to
the values in each of the averaging windows.
The returned PSD is normalised by the mean power of the time-domain signal, such that the integral of the
PSD over frequency equals 1, i.e. the PSD is in the normalised form

𝑆𝑥𝑥 ( 𝜔)
𝜎𝑥2

.

17.8 Wavelet Analysis
Both Continuous and Discrete Wavelet Transforms (CWT, DWT) are provided. The CWT algorithm is that of
Büssow (2007). The wavelet transform output may be scaled in two ways, via the “Scale WT by inst. power"
check-box in the configuration panel. If unchecked, the wavelet coefficients are normalised by the total energy, such that:
(1)

∬ 𝑊 (𝜔, 𝑡) 𝑑𝜔 𝑑𝑡 = 1
If checked, then the coefficients at each time, 𝑡, are scaled such that the power at that time equals the
power of the time-domain signal at time:
∫ 𝑊 (𝜔, 𝑡) 𝑑𝜔 = (x(t))

2

and the resulting, scaled coefficients are then normalised by the total energy such that (1) is met.

18 TKE, Reynolds' Stresses and Other Parameters

(2)

18.1 Calculation
Due to the time taken to calculate the Reynolds' stresses, TKE, etc., (especially when importing a large
number of files with filtering applied) these are not calculated automatically when data points are added to
a new dataset. However, once they have been calculated once for the dataset, any subsequently added
data points will have these parameters calculated as the data point measurements are imported.
To calculate these parameters for a new dataset, use the “Data Points -> Calculate DPS Data” menu.

18.2 Inspection of Parameters
Right-clicking on the U velocity distribution graph brings up a menu. Selecting “Cross-Section Graphs”
brings up a sub-menu showing all the parameter cross-section graphs which can be displayed. If any of
these sub-menu items are disabled then that parameter has not yet been calculated (see Section 18.2).
Selecting a cross-section graph will display the point-mean value distribution for that parameter over the
cross-section. For example, horizontal Reynolds' stress is shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21: Example Cross-Section Contour Plot

19 Graph Functionality
Check-boxes appear beneath the cross-section distribution graphs, allowing the axes to be made nondimensional (y scaled by channel width, B, and z scaled by water depth, H, for example), the distribution to
be mirrored about the centre line, the title to be hidden, axes to be made logarithmic and the values to be
scaled by the channel-mean value.
Right-clicking on any such graph brings up a menu with options to show additional graphs of vertical or horizontal sections. Additional sections may be added to these graphs using the drop-down box in the bottom
right-hand corner.

19.1 Data Export (For Matlab & Excel or Other Spreadsheet)
Right-clicking on a graph brings up a context menu which includes “Export as Table” and “Export for
Matlab” and “Export as Matlab Script” options. The former will bring up a window with a table containing
the graph data, while the latter will bring up a window containing a script which may be copied and pasted
into a Matlab session, or saved for future use. “Export for Matlab” will only be enabled if a compatible version of Matlab is installed, and will export the graph directly to Matlab.
Note
This functionality is not implemented for all graphs (though, as with many things, it could easily be added if
required).

20 Rotation Correction
In an ideal system the probe axes would be perfectly aligned with the channel axes (or, in the case of a
probe which has been rotated, would be rotated by an exact, known angle from the channel axes). In real
systems there is inevitably a slight error in the alignment.

Assuming that the streamwise velocity, U, is at least an order of magnitude greater than the lateral velocities, V and W, any misalignment around the y or z axes will lead to U bleeding into V or W, increasing their
magnitude. Rotation correction corrects for this by taking the batch-mean U, V and W velocities (i.e. the
mean of U, V or W respectively for all data points within a batch) and then calculating the corrections to the
rotations around the y and z axes which minimise the batch-mean V and W.
These corrections are applied to all data points within the batch (with the same correction values applied to
each point).
Note:
This method relies on the assumption that U is far greater in magnitude than V or W, a general assumption
about the flow.
Due to the reliance on this general assumption, each batch should contain a large number of data points. It
is not suitable for application to small batches or single data points.
The corrections should be small (<5°). If values larger than this are found then the batch may be too small
or the probe very poorly aligned.
No correction for misalignment around the x-axis can be made using this method.

21 Custom Cross-Section Profiles
The VSA was originally written for rectangular cross-sections only, and this remains the default option. The
configuration dialog and dataset configuration panel contain GUI components for setting the left and right
bank positions and the water depth – these are used as the default values.
It is now possible to define custom cross-section profiles by specifying a boundary definition file. This is a
text file with extension “.majbd”, e.g. trapezoidal.majbd as shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22: An Example Boundary Definition File
The .majbd file must contain a list of comma-separated coordinates in the format:
<y-coord1>,<z-coord1>
<y-coord2>,<z-coord2>
.
.
.
<y-coord3>,<z-coord3>
In between the points specified in the boundary definition file, the position of the boundary is calculated by
interpolation between the surrounding points. The coordinates will automatically be sorted in order of increasing y-coordinate and then (if the y-coordinate is repeated) increasing z-coordinate. However, there
should only be a single entry for each y-coordinate – if a y-coordinate is duplicated only the last pair in the
sorted list (i.e. the one with the greatest z-coordinate) will be included in the final boundary definition.
The cross-section is shown in the velocity distribution plot, as shown in Figure 23.
Note
There are no validation checks on data point position relative to the defined channel boundary. It is up to
the user to ensure that the data point positions and boundary are consistent.
The first and last points in the definition file are automatically taken to be the left and right bank positions
respectively – the values in the left and right bank GUI components are overridden with the values from the
file.

Figure 23: An Example Custom Cross-Section (Semi-Circular)

22 Administration
Configuration files are stored in the “majda” directory. The location of this configuration directory is operating system dependent:
OS

Configuration Directory

Windows C:\Users\<user>\AppData\Roaming\majda
Linux

/home/<user>/majda

22.1 Configuration
The default configuration settings are stored in the file “majda.conf”.

22.2 Text Customisation
The text used in the GUI is configurable. To override the default values a file called “majdaStrings.txt” must
exist in the configuration directory. The format of this file is:
TEXT_IDENTIFIER_1
New text 1
TEXT_IDENTIFIER_2
New text 2
. . .
. . .
. . .
TEXT_IDENTIFIER_N
New text N
Where TEXT_IDENTIFIER_i is one of the values shown in Appendix B. An example file and its effect on the
GUI is shown in Figure 24 and Figure 25.

Figure 24: Example Text Definition File

Figure 25: Example of Customised Text

Appendix A - License

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 3, 29 June 2007
Copyright © 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is
not allowed.

Preamble
The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for software and other kinds of works.
The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed to take away your freedom to share
and change the works. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom
to share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free software for all its users. We,
the Free Software Foundation, use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also
to any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to your programs, too.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are
designed to make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you know you can do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you these rights or asking you to surrender
the rights. Therefore, you have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if you
modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.
For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the
recipients the same freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software,
and (2) offer you this License giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.
For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains that there is no warranty for this free
software. For both users' and authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as changed,
so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to authors of previous versions.
Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run modified versions of the software inside
them, although the manufacturer can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of protecting
users' freedom to change the software. The systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products
for individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we have designed this
version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those products. If such problems arise substantially in other
domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed
to protect the freedom of users.

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents. States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to
avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could make it effectively proprietary. To
prevent this, the GPL assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
0. Definitions.
“This License” refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.
“Copyright” also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of works, such as semiconductor
masks.
“The Program” refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this License. Each licensee is addressed as
“you”. “Licensees” and “recipients” may be individuals or organizations.
To “modify” a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in a fashion requiring copyright
permission, other than the making of an exact copy. The resulting work is called a “modified version” of the
earlier work or a work “based on” the earlier work.
A “covered work” means either the unmodified Program or a work based on the Program.
To “propagate” a work means to do anything with it that, without permission, would make you directly or
secondarily liable for infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a computer or
modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying, distribution (with or without modification), making
available to the public, and in some countries other activities as well.
To “convey” a work means any kind of propagation that enables other parties to make or receive copies.
Mere interaction with a user through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.
An interactive user interface displays “Appropriate Legal Notices” to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user
that there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties are provided), that licensees
may convey the work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a
list of user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

1. Source Code.
The “source code” for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. “Object
code” means any non-source form of a work.
A “Standard Interface” means an interface that either is an official standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is widely
used among developers working in that language.

The “System Libraries” of an executable work include anything, other than the work as a whole, that (a) is
included in the normal form of packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the public in source code form. A “Major Component”, in this context, means a major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to produce the work,
or an object code interpreter used to run it.
The “Corresponding Source” for a work in object code form means all the source code needed to generate,
install, and (for an executable work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control those activities. However, it does not include the work's System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or
generally available free programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are
not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes interface definition files associated with
source files for the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms that
the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other parts of the work.
The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can regenerate automatically from other
parts of the Corresponding Source.
The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

2. Basic Permissions.
All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited permission to
run the unmodified Program. The output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the
output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your rights of fair use or
other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.
You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as
your license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of
having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works,
provided that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.
Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it unnecessary.

3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.
No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar
laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid circumvention of technological
measures to the extent such circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect
to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or modification of the work as a
means of enforcing, against the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
technological measures.

4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.
You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided
that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep intact
all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to
the code; keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.
You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty
protection for a fee.

5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.
You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to produce it from the Program, in the
form of source code under the terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
• a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it, and giving a relevant date.
• b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to “keep intact all notices”.
• c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional
terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are packaged. This License
gives no permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission
if you have separately received it.
• d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your
work need not make them do so.
A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent works, which are not by their nature
extensions of the covered work, and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or
on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an “aggregate” if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to
the other parts of the aggregate.

6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of sections 4 and 5, provided that you
also convey the machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these
ways:
• a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution
medium), accompanied by the Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange.
• b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product (including a physical distribution
medium), accompanied by a written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you
offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give anyone who possesses the
object code either (1) a copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is
covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used for software interchange,
for a price no more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or
(2) access to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.
• c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you
received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.
• d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place (gratis or for a charge), and
offer equivalent access to the Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no
further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the Corresponding Source along with the
object code. If the place to copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may
be on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain obligated
to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.
• e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you inform other peers where
the object code and Corresponding Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no
charge under subsection 6d.
A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded from the Corresponding Source as a
System Library, need not be included in conveying the object code work.
A “User Product” is either (1) a “consumer product”, which means any tangible personal property which is
normally used for personal, family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular product received by a particular user, “normally used” refers to
a typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the
way in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product is a
consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or nonconsumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant mode of use of the product.
“Installation Information” for a User Product means any methods, procedures, authorization keys, or other
information required to install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from a
modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must suffice to ensure that the continued
functioning of the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because modification has been made.

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or specifically for use in, a User Product,
and the conveying occurs as part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is
characterized), the Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither you nor any third party retains the ability
to install modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in ROM).
The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a requirement to continue to provide
support service, warranty, or updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for
the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a network may be denied when the
modification itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and
protocols for communication across the network.
Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in accord with this s ection must be
in a format that is publicly documented (and with an implementation available to the public in source code
form), and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or copying.

7. Additional Terms.
“Additional permissions” are terms that supplement the terms of this License by making exceptions from
one or more of its conditions. Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be
treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that they are valid under applicable law.
If additional permissions apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those
permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License without regard to the additional
permissions.
When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions
from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own removal
in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by
you to a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add to a covered work, you may (if
authorized by the copyright holders of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:
• a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms of sections 15 and 16 of this
License; or
• b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices displayed by works containing it; or
• c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that modified versions
of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different from the original version; or
• d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or authors of the material; or
• e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or
• f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by anyone who conveys the
material (or modified versions of it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for
any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those licensors and authors.

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is governed by
this License along with a term that is a further restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document
contains a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you may add to a
covered work material governed by the terms of that license document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such relicensing or conveying.
If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must place, in the relevant source files,
a statement of the additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the applicable terms.
Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the form of a separately written license,
or stated as exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

8. Termination.
You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this
License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph of section 11).
However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license from a particular copyright holder is
reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable
means prior to 60 days after the cessation.
Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated permanently if the copyright holder
notifies you of the violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of
violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30
days after your receipt of the notice.
Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the licenses of parties who have received
copies or rights from you under this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same material under section 10.

9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.
You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a
copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than this License grants you permission
to propagate or modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License.
Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do
so.

10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing
compliance by third parties with this License.
An “entity transaction” is a transaction transferring control of an organization, or substantially all assets of
one, or subdividing an organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work results
from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives
whatever licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.
You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights granted or affirmed under this
License. For example, you may not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights
granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a
lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing
the Program or any portion of it.

11. Patents.
A “contributor” is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this License of the Program or a work on
which the Program is based. The work thus licensed is called the contributor's “contributor version”.
A contributor's “essential patent claims” are all patent claims owned or controlled by the contributor,
whether already acquired or hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by
this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition, “control” includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License.
Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under the contributor's
essential patent claims, to make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate
the contents of its contributor version.
In the following three paragraphs, a “patent license” is any express agreement or commitment, however
denominated, not to enforce a patent (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not
to sue for patent infringement). To “grant” such a patent license to a party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent against the party.
If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and the Corresponding Source of the
work is not available for anyone to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for
this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend
the patent license to downstream recipients. “Knowingly relying” means you have actual knowledge that,
but for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason to believe are valid.

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then
the patent license you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works
based on it.
A patent license is “discriminatory” if it does not include within the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically granted
under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third
party that is in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party
based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under which the third party grants, to any
of the parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily
for and in connection with specific products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.
Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any implied license or other defenses to
infringement that may otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.
If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the
conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you can not convey
a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent
obligations, then as a consequence you may not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that
obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the
only way you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely from conveying
the Program.

13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have permission to link or combine any covered
work with a work licensed under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single combined
work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this License will continue to apply to the part which is
the covered work, but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License, section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the combination as such.

14. Revised Versions of this License.
The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the GNU General Public License
from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail
to address new problems or concerns.
Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of following

the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General Public License,
you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.
If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of the GNU General Public License
can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to
choose that version for the Program.
Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions. However, no additional obligations
are imposed on any author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

15. Disclaimer of Warranty.
THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT
WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE
PROGRAM “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD
THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. Limitation of Liability.
IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT
HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE,
BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER
OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.
If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute
waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in return for a fee.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Appendix B – Text Customisation Definitions
Identifier
NEW_SINGLE_PROBE_DATA_SET
NEW_SINGLE_PROBE_DATA_SET_BUTTON_DESC
NEW_MULTIPLE_PROBE_DATA_SET
NEW_MULTIPLE_PROBE_DATA_SET_BUTTON_DESC
NEW_MULTI_RUN_ SINGLE_PROBE_DATA_SET
NEW_MULTI_RUN_ SINGLE_PROBE_DATA_SET_BUTTON_DESC
NEW_MULTI_RUN_SINGLE_PROBE_DATA_SET
NEW_MULTI_RUN_MULTI_PROBE_DATA_SET_BUTTON_DESC
SAVE
SAVE_DATA_SET
SAVE_DATA_SET_BUTTON_DESC
OPEN_DATA_SET
OPEN_DATA_SET_BUTTON_DESC
IMPORT_CSV_FILES
IMPORT_CSV_FILES_BUTTON_DESC
IMPORT_MULTIPLE_CSV_DATA_FILES_DIALOG_TITLE
IMPORT_SINGLE_PROBE_MULTI_RUN_FILES_BUTTON_LABEL
IMPORT_MULTIPLE_SINGLE_PROBE_MULTI_RUN_FILES_BUTTON_DESC
IMPORT_SINGLE_U_MEASUREMENTS_BUTTON_LABEL
IMPORT_SINGLE_U_MEASUREMENTS_BUTTON_DESC
IMPORT_SINGLE_U_MEASUREMENTS_DIALOG_TITLE
CHOOSE_SINGLE_U_MEASUREMENTS_FILE
OK
CANCEL
CLOSE
Y_COORD_LABEL
Z_COORD_LABEL

Default Text
"New Single Probe Data Set"
"Create a new single probe data set"
"New Multiple Probe Data Set"
"Create a new multiple probe data set"
"New Multi-Run, Single Probe Data Set"
"Create a new multiple run, single probe data set"
"New Multi-Run, Multiple Probe Data Set"
"Create a new multiple run, multiple probe data set"
"Save"
"Save Data Set"
"Save Data Set"
"Open Data Set"
"Open an existing data set"
"Import Multiple Data Files"
"Import CSV data files from a directory"
"Import Multiple CSV Data Files"
"Import Multiple Multi Run Files"
"Import multiple single probe
"Import Single U Measurements"
"Import from a file of single U measurements"
"Import Single U Measurements"
"Select File"
"Ok"
"Cancel"
"Close"
"y-Coordinate"
"z-Coordinate"

DATA_SET
IMPORTED_FILE
DATA_SET_OPEN_ERROR_TITLE
DATA_SET_OPEN_ERROR_MSG
FILE_EXISTS_DIALOG_TITLE
FILE_EXISTS_DIALOG_MSG
FILE_NAME_WRONG_EXTENSION_DIALOG_TITLE
FILE_NAME_WRONG_EXTENSION_DIALOG_MSG
ERROR_CREATING_FILE_DIALOG_TITLE
ERROR_CREATING_FILE_DIALOG_MSG
DATA_POINT_FROM_FILE_DATA_ERROR_TITLE
DATA_POINT_FROM_FILE_DATA_ERROR_MSG
INVALID_VELOCITY_COMPONENT_TITLE
INVALID_VELOCITY_COMPONENT_MSG
INVALID_VELOCITY_COMPONENT_XML_TAG_TITLE
INVALID_VELOCITY_COMPONENT_XML_TAG_MSG
INVALID_CHARACTER_IN_CSV_FILE_TITLE
INVALID_CHARACTER_IN_CSV_FILE_MSG
CSV_FILE_FILTER_NAME
DATA_POINTS
ERROR_GETTING_POINT_DATA_TITLE
ERROR_GETTING_POINT_DATA_MSG
MEAN_LABEL
STDEV_LABEL
FILTERED_MEAN_LABEL
FILTERED_STDEV_LABEL
POINT_DATA
CONFIGURATION
CONFIGURATION_BUTTON_DESC
CONFIGURATION_DIALOG_TITLE

"Data Set"
"Imported File"
"Error Opening Data Set"
"Failed to open the required data set. Sorry about that."
"File Exists"
"That data set already exists. Overwrite?"
"Incorrect Data Set Filename Extension"
"Extension \".majds\" will automatically be appended.\nContinue?"
"Error Creating File"
"Could not create file.\nNot sure why.\nMaybe you should try again with
a different filename?"
"Import Error"
"Error while importing data for the data point from the csv file"
"Invalid Velocity Component"
"The velocity component specified is invalid."
"Invalid XML"
"The velocity component tag in the XML is invalid."
"Invalid Character"
"Invalid character found in the CSV file for this point."
"CSV Data Files"
"Data Points"
"Error Retrieving Point Data"
"Unable to retrieve the data for point "
"Mean"
"St. Deviation"
"Filtered Mean"
"Filtered St. Deviation"
"Point Data"
"Configuration"
"Set configuration options"
"Configuration"

DEFAULT_DATA_FILE_PATH_LABEL
DEFAULT_EXCLUDE_LEVEL_LABEL
SELECT
SELECT_DATA_FILE_PATH_DIALOG_TITLE
NEW_DATA_SET_FILENAME_DIALOG_TITLE
NO_SUCH_DATA_POINT_TITLE
NO_SUCH_DATA_POINT_MSG
DATA_POINT_DETAILS_READ_ERROR_TITLE
DATA_POINT_DETAILS_READ_ERROR_MSG
U_MEAN_LABEL
U_STDEV_LABEL
U_FILTERED_MEAN_LABEL
U_FILTERED_STDEV_LABEL
V_MEAN_LABEL
V_STDEV_LABEL
V_FILTERED_MEAN_LABEL
V_FILTERED_STDEV_LABEL
W_MEAN_LABEL
W_STDEV_LABEL
W_FILTERED_MEAN_LABEL
W_FILTERED_STDEV_LABEL
U_VELOCITIES_LABEL
V_VELOCITIES_LABEL
W_VELOCITIES_LABEL
U_UNFILTERED_VELOCITIES_LABEL
V_UNFILTERED_VELOCITIES_LABEL
W_UNFILTERED_VELOCITIES_LABEL
U_FILTERED_VELOCITIES_LABEL
V_FILTERED_VELOCITIES_LABEL
W_FILTERED_VELOCITIES_LABEL
EXCLUDE_LEVEL_LABEL

"Default data file directory: "
"Default exclude level: "
"Select"
"Select Data File Path"
"Name New Data Set"
"No Such Data Point"
"The data point doesn't exist"
"Error Loading Data Point Details"
"Problem while trying to load details for the data point"
"U Mean"
"U St. Dev."
"U Filtered Mean"
"U Filtered St. Dev."
"V Mean"
"V St. Dev."
"V Filtered Mean"
"V Filtered St. Dev.n"
"W Mean"
"W St. Dev."
"W Filtered Mean"
"W Filtered St. Dev."
"U"
"V"
"W"
"Unfiltered U"
"Unfiltered V"
"Unfiltered W"
"Filtered U"
"Filtered V"
"Filtered W"
"Exclude Level: "

DATA_FILE_DELIMITER_LABEL
DATA_FILE_DELIMITER_OPTIONS
DEFAULT_CSV_FILE_PATH_LABEL
SELECT_CSV_FILE_PATH_DIALOG_TITLE
CHOOSE_CSV_FILE
ADD_ANOTHER_CSV_FILE
DATA_SET_GRAPHS
CROSS_SECTION_GRID_X_AXIS_TITLE
CROSS_SECTION_GRID_Y_AXIS_TITLE
U_VELOCITY_CROSS_SECTION_GRID_TITLE
U_VELOCITY_CROSS_SECTION_GRID_LEGEND_TEXT
V_VELOCITY_CROSS_SECTION_GRID_TITLE
V_VELOCITY_CROSS_SECTION_GRID_LEGEND_TEXT
W_VELOCITY_CROSS_SECTION_GRID_TITLE
W_VELOCITY_CROSS_SECTION_GRID_LEGEND_TEXT
CHOOSE_DIRECTORY
FILENAME_LABEL
ERROR_MOVING_TEMP_FILE_TITLE
ERROR_MOVING_TEMP_FILE_MSG
APPLY
UPDATING_SUMMARY_DATA
LEFT_BANK_POSITION_LABEL
RIGHT_BANK_POSITION_LABEL
WATER_DEPTH_POSITION_LABEL
ERROR_GETTING_CROSS_SECTION_DATA_TITLE
ERROR_GETTING_CROSS_SECTION_DATA_MSG
DEFAULT_XZ_PLANE_ROTATION_THETA_LABEL
DEFAULT_YZ_PLANE_ROTATION_PHI_LABEL
DEFAULT_XY_PLANE_ROTATION_ALPHA_LABEL
INVERT_X_AXIS_LABEL
INVERT_Y_AXIS_LABEL

"Data point data file delimiter: "
"Space: ;Comma:
"Default data point CSV file directory:"
"Select Data Point CSV File Path"
"Choose File"
"Another File"
"Data Set Graphs"
"Y Position (mm)"
"Z Position (mm)"
"u Velocity Distribution (u/(Q/A); Q/A = %0%m/s
"u/U"
"v Velocity Distribution (v/(Q/A); Q/A = %0%m/s
"v/U"
"w Velocity Distribution (w/(Q/A); Q/A = %0%m/s
"w/U"
"Choose Directory"
"Filename"
"Error Moving Temporary Data Point File"
"Error while trying to move the temporary file to "
"Apply"
"Updating Summary Data"
"Left Bank Coordinate: "
"Right Bank Coordinate: "
"Water Depth: "
"Error Getting Cross-Section Data"
"An error occured while trying to get cross-section data."
"Default probe rotation in xz-plane: "
"Default probe rotation in yz-plane: "
"Default probe rotation in xy-plane: "
"Invert x-axis (probe u +ve upstream)"
"Invert y-axis (probe v +vestreamright to streamleft)"

INVERT_Z_AXIS_LABEL
LOCK_DATA_SET_LABEL
RUN_INDEX_LABEL
XZ_PLANE_ROTATION_THETA_LABEL
YZ_PLANE_ROTATION_PHI_LABEL
XY_PLANE_ROTATION_ALPHA_LABEL
PROBE_X_VELOCITIES_LABEL
PROBE_Y_VELOCITIES_LABEL
PROBE_Z_VELOCITIES_LABEL
MEASURED_DISCHARGE_LABEL
SAVING_DATA_SET
IMPORTING_SINGLE_U_MEASUREMENTS
RECALCULATING_DATA_PROGRESS_TITLE
CALCULATING_DATA_POINT_SUMMARY_FIELDS_TITLE
CREATING_RC_BATCH_PROGRESS_TITLE
ERROR_CREATING_RC_BATCH_DIALOG_TITLE
ERROR_CREATING_RC_BATCH_DIALOG_MSG
CREATING_RC_BATCHES_PROGRESS_TITLE
ERROR_CREATING_RC_BATCH_FROM_FILE_DIALOG_TITLE
ERROR_CREATING_RC_BATCH_FROM_FILE_DIALOG_MSG
DEFAULT_LEFT_BANK_POSITION_LABEL
DEFAULT_RIGHT_BANK_POSITION_LABEL
DEFAULT_WATER_DEPTH_LABEL
DEFAULT_MEASURED_DISCHARGE_LABEL
GENERAL_CONFIG_TAB_LABEL
DATA_SET_CONFIG_TAB_LABEL
DATA_POINT_CONFIG_TAB_LABEL
DEFAULT_DATA_FILE_UNITS_LABEL
DATA_FILE_UNIT_OPTIONS
DATA_SET_CREATION_ERROR_TITLE
DATA_SET_CREATION_ERROR_MSG

"Invert z-axis (probe w +ve downwards)"
"Lock Data Set"
"Run Index"
"Theta"
"Phi"
"Alpha"
"Probe U"
"Probe V"
"Probe W"
"Measured Discharge (m3/s): "
"Saving Data Set"
"Importing Single Us"
"Recalculating Data"
"Calculating Data Point Data"
"Creating RC Batch"
"Error Creating RC Batch"
"Error creating RC batch"
"Creating RC Batches"
"Error Creating RC Batch From File"
"Error creating RC batch from file"
"Default Left Bank Position: "
"Default Right Bank Position: "
"Default Water Depth: "
"Default Measured Discharge: "
"General"
"Data Set Defaults"
"Data Point Defaults"
"Default Data File Units: "
"mm/s:1000;cm/s:100;m/s:1"
"Error Creating Data Set"
"An error occured while creating the data set.\nPlease check the console

log."
DATA_FILE_SCALING_FACTOR_LABEL
VIEW_DATA_POINT_DETAILS_BUTTON_LABEL
VIEW_DATA_POINT_DETAILS_BUTTON_DESC
CROSS_SECTION_GRAPHS
VERTICAL_VELOCITY_GRID_TITLE
VERTICAL_VELOCITY_GRID_X_AXIS_TITLE
VERTICAL_VELOCITY_GRID_Y_AXIS_TITLE
VERTICAL_VELOCITY_GRID_LEGEND_KEY_LABEL
HORIZONTAL_VELOCITY_GRID_TITLE
HORIZONTAL_VELOCITY_GRID_X_AXIS_TITLE
HORIZONTAL_VELOCITY_GRID_Y_AXIS_TITLE
HORIZONTAL_VELOCITY_GRID_LEGEND_KEY_LABEL
VERTICAL_SECTION_GRAPH_SERIES_CHOOSER_LABEL
HORIZONTAL_SECTION_GRAPH_SERIES_CHOOSER_LABEL
DEPTH_AVERAGED_VELOCITY_GRID_TITLE
DEPTH_AVERAGED_VELOCITY_GRID_X_AXIS_TITLE
DEPTH_AVERAGED_VELOCITY_GRID_Y_AXIS_TITLE
DERIVATIVE_GRID_SECONDARY_Y_AXIS_TITLE
LATERAL_VELOCITY_GRAPH_BUTTON_LABEL
LATERAL_VELOCITY_GRAPH_BUTTON_DESC
LATERAL_VELOCITY_GRID_TITLE
DEPTH_AVERAGED_UV_GRAPH_BUTTON_LABEL
DEPTH_AVERAGED_UV_GRAPH_BUTTON_DESC
DEPTH_AVERAGED_UV_GRAPH_TITLE
DEPTH_AVERAGED_UV_GRAPH_X_AXIS_TITLE
DEPTH_AVERAGED_UV_GRAPH_Y_AXIS_TITLE
DATA_POINT_DETAILS_FRAME_TITLE
MEAN_U_VELOCITIES_TABLE_TAB_TEXT
SHEAR_STRESS_TABLE_TAB_TEXT
MANOMETER_READING_1_LABEL

"Data Scaling Factor: "
"View Data Point Details"
"Open data point detail view"
"Cross-Section Graphs"
"Vertical Velocity Distribution"
"Relative Velocity U/(Q/A)"
"Depth (mm)"
"y = "
"Horizontal Velocity Distribution"
"y Position (mm)"
"Relative Velocity U/(Q/A)"
"z = "
"Add series for section at y-coordinate: "
"Add series for section at z-coordinate: "
"Depth Averaged Velocity Profile"
"Y Position (mm)"
"Relative Depth-Averaged Velocity Ud/(Q/A)"
"Derivative"
"Lateral Velocity Distribution"
"Show graph of lateral velocity distribution across the cross-section"
"Lateral Velocities"
"Depth Averaged UV Distribution"
"Show graph of depth-averaged UV"
"Depth-Averaged " + '\u03C1' + "*H*UV Distribution"
"Y Position (mm)"
"Depth-Average UV"
"Data Point Details"
"Velocity Data"
"Shear Stress Data"
"Manometer #1 (mm)"

MANOMETER_READING_2_LABEL
SHEAR_STRESS_LABEL
CLICK_TO_ADD_SHEAR_STRESS_MEASUREMENT
ROUGH
SMOOTH
ROUGH_OR_SMOOTH_LABEL
BED_SLOPE_LABEL
PITOT_DIAMETER_LABEL
DEFAULT_BED_SLOPE_LABEL
DEFAULT_PITOT_DIAMETER_LABEL
ERROR_CALCULATING_SHEAR_STRESSES_TITLE
ERROR_CALCULATING_SHEAR_STRESSES_ITERATION_LIMIT_EXCEEDED_MSG
DEFAULT_MANOMETER_ANGLE_LABEL
MANOMETER_ANGLE_LABEL
ROUGHNESS_LABEL
CALCULATED_MEAN_SHEAR_STRESS_LABEL
CONSERVATION_OF_MOMENTUM_MEAN_SHEAR_STRESS_LABEL
UV_FLUCTUATIONS_MEAN_LABEL
UW_FLUCTUATIONS_MEAN_LABEL
DEPTH_AVERAGED_REYNOLDS_STRESS_GRAPH_BUTTON_LABEL
DEPTH_AVERAGED_REYNOLDS_STRESS_GRAPH_BUTTON_DESC
DEPTH_AVERAGED_REYNOLDS_STRESS_GRID_TITLE
DEPTH_AVERAGED_REYNOLDS_STRESS_GRID_X_AXIS_TITLE
DEPTH_AVERAGED_REYNOLDS_STRESS_GRID_Y_AXIS_TITLE
VECTRINO_HEADER_FILE_MISSING_TITLE
VECTRINO_HEADER_FILE_MISSING_MSG
INVALID_LINE_IN_VECTRINO_DATA_FILE_TITLE
INVALID_LINE_IN_VECTRINO_DATA_FILE_MSG
IMPORT_VNO_FILES
IMPORT_VECTRINO_FILES_BUTTON_DESC
IMPORT_MULTIPLE_VECTRINO_FILES_DIALOG_TITLE

"Manometer #2 (mm)"
"Shear Stress"
"Click here to add measurement"
"Rough"
"Smooth"
"Surface"
"Bed Slope: "
"Pitot Tube Diameter (mm): "
"Default Bed Slope: "
"Default Pitot Tube Diameter (mm): "
"Error Calculating Shear Stresses"
"Iteration limit exceeded"
"Default Manometer Angle (degrees): "
"Manometer Angle (degress): "
"Roughness: "
"Mean Shear Stress = "
'\u03C1' + "*g*R*S0 = "
"uv-bar: "
"uw-bar: "
"Depth-Averaged Reynolds Stress Distribution"
"Depth-Averaged Reynolds Stress Distribution"
"Depth-Averaged Reynolds Stress"
"Y Position (mm)"
"Reynolds' Stress/U^2"
"Missing Header File"
"No header file was found for data file "
"Invalid Vectrino Data File"
"Invalid line found in data file "
"Import Multiple Vectrino Data Files"
"Import Vectrino data files (*.vno) from a specfied directory"
"Import Vectrino Data Files"

IMPORT_CONVERTED_VNO_FILES
IMPORT_CONVERTED_VECTRINO_FILES_BUTTON_DESC
IMPORT_MULTIPLE_CONVERTED_VECTRINO_FILES_DIALOG_TITLE
VERTICAL_REYNOLDS_STRESS_LEGEND_TEXT
HORIZONTAL_REYNOLDS_STRESS_LEGEND_TEXT
VERTICAL_REYNOLDS_STRESS_AT_BED_GRAPH_BUTTON_LABEL
VERTICAL_REYNOLDS_STRESS_AT_BED_GRAPH_BUTTON_DESC
VERTICAL_REYNOLDS_STRESS_AT_BED_GRAPH_TITLE
VERTICAL_REYNOLDS_STRESS_AT_BED_GRAPH_X_AXIS_TITLE
VERTICAL_REYNOLDS_STRESS_AT_BED_GRAPH_Y_AXIS_TITLE
VERTICAL_REYNOLDS_STRESS_ESTIMATE_FROM_FULL_SERIES_LINEAR_EXTRAPOLA
TION_SERIES_LABEL
VERTICAL_REYNOLDS_STRESS_ESTIMATE_FROM_BOTTOM_POINTS_LINEAR_EXTRA
POLATION_SERIES_LABEL
VERTICAL_REYNOLDS_STRESS_ESTIMATE_FROM_MEAN_OF_BOTTOM_THREE_POIN
TS_SERIES_LABEL
VERTICAL_REYNOLDS_STRESS_ESTIMATE_FROM_SMOOTH_BED_LOG_LAW_SERIES
_LABEL
VERTICAL_REYNOLDS_STRESS_ESTIMATE_KS_FROM_ROUGH_BED_LOG_LAW_SERIE
S_LABEL
VERTICAL_REYNOLDS_STRESS_ESTIMATE_FROM_Y_EQUALS_10_SERIES_LABEL
VERTICAL_REYNOLDS_STRESS_ESTIMATE_FROM_Y_EQUALS_20_SERIES_LABEL
VERTICAL_REYNOLDS_STRESS_ESTIMATE_FROM_POINTS_ABOVE_0_POINT_2LINEA
R_EXTRAPOLATION_SERIES_LABEL

"Import Multiple Converted Vectrino Data Files"
"Import converted Vectrino data files (*.dat) from a specfied directory"
"Import Converted Vectrino Data Files"
"Depth-average of (-" + '\u03C1' + "u'v')"
"Depth-average of (-" + '\u03C1' + "u'w')"
"Vertical (-" + '\u03C1' + "u'w') Reynolds' Stress Distribution At Bed"
"Show graph of estimated vertical Reynolds' stress (-" + '\u03C1' + "u'w')
distribution along the channel bed"
"Estimated Vertical Reynolds' Stress (-" + '\u03C1' + "u'w') Distribution At
the Channel Bed"
"Y Position (mm)"
"-" + '\u03C1' + "u'w'"

"Full Series L.E."

"Bottom Two Points L.E."

"Mean of Bottom Three Points"

"Smooth-side Log-Law"

"Rough-side Log-Law Ks"
"z=10mm value"
"z=20mm value"

"Points above z/H = 0.2"

IMPORT_MULTIPLE_CONVERTED_POLY_SYNC_FILES_BUTTON_DESC
IMPORT_MULTIPLE_CONVERTED_POLY_SYNC_FILES_DIALOG_TITLE
POLYSYNC_COLUMN_HEADINGS_MISSING_TITLE
POLYSYNC_COLUMN_HEADINGS_MISSING_MSG
POLYSYNC_CORRUPT_LINE_TITLE
POLYSYNC_CORRUPT_LINE_MSG
CORRECT_ROTATION_LABEL
PERCENTAGE_OF_VELOCITIES_GOOD_LABEL
DESPIKING_FILTER_NONE
DESPIKING_FILTER_EXCLUDE_LEVEL
DESPIKING_FILTER_VELOCITY_CORRELATION
DESPIKING_FILTER_PHASE_SPACE_THRESHOLDING
DESPIKING_FILTER_MODIFIED_PHASE_SPACE_THRESHOLDING
DESPIKING_FILTER_CORRELATION
DESPIKING_FILTER_TYPE_LABEL
DESPIKING_FILTER_NONE_REFERENCE
DESPIKING_FILTER_EXCLUDE_LEVEL_REFERENCE
DESPIKING_FILTER_VELOCITY_CORRELATION_REFERENCE
DESPIKING_FILTER_PHASE_SPACE_THRESHOLDING_REFERENCE
DESPIKING_FILTER_MODIFIED_PHASE_SPACE_THRESHOLDING_REFERENCE
DESPIKING_FILTER_VPOSD_PHASE_SPACE_THRESHOLDING_REFERENCE
DATA_POINT_DATA_TABLE_TAB_LABEL
DATA_POINT_GRAPHS_TAB_LABEL
VELOCITY_LABEL
IMPORT_ALL
IMPORT_SELECTED
IMPORT_MULTIPLE_POLY_SYNC_VNO_FILES_BUTTON_DESC
IMPORT_MULTIPLE_POLY_SYNC_VNO_FILES_DIALOG_TITLE
MAIN_PROBE
FIXED_PROBE
OFFSET_PROBE

"Import converted PolySync files (*vel.txt) from a specified directory"
"Import Converted PolySync Files"
"No Column Headings"
"PolySync file missing column headings"
"Corrupt Line"
"Data is missing in the PolySync file at line number "
"Correct Rotation"
"Percentage Good"
"None"
"Exclude Level"
"Velocity Correlation"
"Phase-Space Thresholding"
"Modified Phase-Space Thresholding"
"Correlation"
"Despiking Filter: "
""
""
"(Cea
"(Goring and Nikora
"(Parsheh
""
"Table"
"Time-Series"
"Velocity (m/s)"
"Import All"
"Import Selected"
"Import unconverted PolySync files (*.vno) from a specified directory"
"Import PolySync VNO Files"
"Main Probe"
"Fixed Probe"
"Offset Probe"

NUMBER_OF_PROBES
DEFAULT_FIXED_PROBE_Y_COORD_LABEL
DEFAULT_FIXED_PROBE_Z_COORD_LABEL
DEFAULT_Y_COORD_OFFSET_LABEL
DEFAULT_Z_COORD_OFFSET_LABEL
INVALID_FIXED_PROBE_INDEX_ERROR_TITLE
INVALID_FIXED_PROBE_INDEX_ERROR_MSG
INCORRECT_NUMBER_OF_PROBES_IN_DATA_POINT_ERROR_TITLE
INCORRECT_NUMBER_OF_PROBES_IN_DATA_POINT_ERROR_MSG
FIXED_PROBE_INDEX_LABEL
Y_OFFSET
Z_OFFSET
ERROR_OPENING_DATA_SET_DIALOG_TITLE
ERROR_OPENING_DATA_SET_DIALOG_MSG
ERROR_SAVING_DATA_SET_DIALOG_TITLE
ERROR_SAVING_DATA_SET_DIALOG_MSG
ERROR_IMPORTING_DATA_POINT_DIALOG_TITLE
ERROR_IMPORTING_DATA_POINT_DIALOG_MSG
ERROR_GETTING_UNSORTED_DATA_POINT_COORDINATES_TITLE
ERROR_GETTING_UNSORTED_DATA_POINT_COORDINATES_MSG
ERROR_GETTING_SORTED_DATA_POINT_COORDINATES_TITLE
ERROR_GETTING_SORTED_DATA_POINT_COORDINATES_MSG
ERROR_CREATING_NEW_DATA_SET_TITLE
ERROR_CREATING_NEW_DATA_SET_MSG
ERROR_LOADING_DATA_POINT_DETAILS_TITLE
ERROR_LOADING_DATA_POINT_DETAILS_MSG
ERROR_CLEARING_DATA_POINT_DETAILS_TITLE
ERROR_CLEARING_DATA_POINT_DETAILS_MSG
ERROR_GETTING_CONFIG_DATA_TITLE
ERROR_GETTING_CONFIG_DATA_MSG

"Number of Probes: "
"Default Fixed Probe y-Coord: "
"Default Fixed Probe z-Coord: "
"Default y-Coord Offset: "
"Default z-Coord Offset: "
"Incorrect Probe Count"
"The specified fixed probe index is greater than the number of probes in
the dataset."
"Incorrect Probe Count"
"The file for this data point does not have the correct number of probes: "
"Fixed Probe Index: "
"y Offset: "
"z Offset: "
"Error Opening File"
"An error occured while trying to open file "
"Error Saving Data Set"
"An error occured while trying to save the data set to file "
"Error Importing Data Point"
"An error occured while trying to import the data point from file "
"Error Getting Unsorted Data Point Coordinates"
"Error while getting unsorted data point coordinates"
"Error Getting Sorted Data Point Coordinates"
"Error while getting sorted data point coordinates"
"Error Creating New Data Set"
"An error occured while trying to create a new data set"
"Error Loading Data Point Details"
"An error occured while trying to load data point details for point "
"Error Clearing Data Point Details"
"An error occured while trying to clear data point details for point "
"Error Getting Configuration Data"
"An error occured while trying to get the configuration data."

ERROR_SETTING_CONFIG_DATA_TITLE
ERROR_SETTING_CONFIG_DATA_MSG
ERROR_DOING_IMPORT_COMPLETE_TASKS_DATA_TITLE
ERROR_DOING_IMPORT_COMPLETE_TASKS_DATA_MSG
ERROR_RECALCULATING_SUMMARY_DATA_TITLE
ERROR_RECALCULATING_SUMMARY_DATA_MSG
ERROR_GETTING_DATA_SET_INFO_TITLE
ERROR_GETTING_DATA_SET_INFO_MSG
ERROR_DATA_SET_ALREADY_OPEN_TITLE
ERROR_DATA_SET_ALREADY_OPEN_MSG
ERROR_GETTING_FIXED_PROBE_DATA_SET_IDS_TITLE
ERROR_GETTING_FIXED_PROBE_DATA_SET_IDS_MSG
ERROR_CLOSING_DATA_SET_TITLE
ERROR_CLOSING_DATA_SET_MSG
MAIN_PROBE_INDEX_LABEL
INVALID_MAIN_PROBE_INDEX_ERROR_TITLE
INVALID_MAIN_PROBE_INDEX_ERROR_MSG
INVALID_PROBE_INDICES_FIXED_EQUALS_MAIN_ERROR_TITLE
INVALID_PROBE_INDICES_FIXED_EQUALS_MAIN_ERROR_MSG
MAIN_DATA_POINTS_OVERVIEW_DISPLAY_LABEL
CONFIGURATION_TAB_LABEL
VERTICAL_U_PRIME_V_PRIME_GRID_TITLE
VERTICAL_U_PRIME_V_PRIME_GRID_X_AXIS_TITLE
VERTICAL_U_PRIME_V_PRIME_GRID_Y_AXIS_TITLE
VERTICAL_U_PRIME_V_PRIME_GRID_LEGEND_KEY_LABEL
VERTICAL_U_PRIME_W_PRIME_GRID_TITLE
VERTICAL_U_PRIME_W_PRIME_GRID_X_AXIS_TITLE

"Error Setting Configuration Data"
"An error occured while trying to set the configuration data."
"Error Doing Import Complete Tasks"
"An error occured while trying to perform the tasks required at the end of
a data import session."
"Error Recalculating Summary Data"
"An error occured while trying to recalculate the summary data."
"Error Getting Data Set Info"
"An error occured while trying to retrieve data set information."
"Data Set Already Open"
"That data set is already open"
"Error Retrieving Fixed Probe Data Set Ids"
"An error occured while trying to retrieve the ids of the fixed probe data
set(s) for data set "
"Error Closing Data Set"
"An error occured while trying to close the data set "
"Main Probe Index: "
"Invalid Main Probe Index"
"The main probe index is invalid."
"Invalid Main-Fixed Probe Indices"
"The main probe index and fixed probe index are equal - this in not valid."
"Main"
"Configuration"
"-" + '\u03c1' + "u'v'-bar/(" + '\u03c3' + "[u]" + '\u03c3' + "[v])" + " Distribution"
"-" + '\u03c1' + "u'v'-bar/(" + '\u03c3' + "[u]" + '\u03c3' + "[v])"
"Depth (mm)"
"y = "
"-" + '\u03c1' + "u'w'-bar/(" + '\u03c3' + "[u]" + '\u03c3' + "[w])" + " Distribution"
"-" + '\u03c1' + "u'w'-bar/(" + '\u03c3' + "[u]" + '\u03c3' + "[w])"

VERTICAL_U_PRIME_W_PRIME_GRID_Y_AXIS_TITLE
VERTICAL_U_PRIME_W_PRIME_GRID_LEGEND_KEY_LABEL
MEASURED_SHEAR_STRESS_GRAPH_BUTTON_LABEL
MEASURED_SHEAR_STRESS_GRAPH_BUTTON_DESC
MEASURED_SHEAR_STRESS_GRAPH_TITLE
MEASURED_SHEAR_STRESS_GRAPH_X_AXIS_TITLE
MEASURED_SHEAR_STRESS_BED_GRAPH_Y_AXIS_TITLE
QUADRANT_HOLE_GRAPH_TAB_LABEL
QUADRANT_HOLE_GRAPH_TITLE
QUADRANT_HOLE_GRAPH_X_AXIS_LABEL
QUADRANT_HOLE_GRAPH_Y_AXIS_LABEL
QUADRANT_HOLE_SHORTHAND_LABEL
QUADRANT_HOLE_PROPORTION_AT_HOLE_SIZE_GRAPH_TAB_LABEL
QUADRANT_HOLE_PROPORTION_AT_HOLE_SIZE_GRAPH_TITLE
QUADRANT_HOLE_PROPORTION_AT_HOLE_SIZE_GRAPH_X_AXIS_LABEL
QUADRANT_HOLE_PROPORTION_AT_HOLE_SIZE_GRAPH_Y_AXIS_LABEL
QUADRANT_HOLE_DURATION_AT_HOLE_SIZE_GRAPH_TAB_LABEL
QUADRANT_HOLE_DURATION_AT_HOLE_SIZE_GRAPH_TITLE
QUADRANT_HOLE_DURATION_AT_HOLE_SIZE_GRAPH_X_AXIS_LABEL
QUADRANT_HOLE_DURATION_AT_HOLE_SIZE_GRAPH_Y_AXIS_LABEL
QUADRANT_HOLE_CMSD_DURATION_GRAPH_TAB_LABEL
QUADRANT_HOLE_CMSD_DURATION_GRAPH_TITLE
QUADRANT_HOLE_CMSD_DURATION_GRAPH_X_AXIS_LABEL
QUADRANT_HOLE_CMSD_DURATION_GRAPH_Y_AXIS_LABEL
QUADRANT_1_LABEL
QUADRANT_2_LABEL
QUADRANT_3_LABEL
QUADRANT_4_LABEL
QUADRANT_HOLE_U_PRIME_V_PRIME_PRODUCT_GRAPH_TITLE
QUADRANT_HOLE_U_PRIME_V_PRIME_PRODUCT_GRAPH_Y_AXIS_LABEL
CALCULATE_CORRELATION_BUTTON_LABEL

"Depth (mm)"
"y = "
"Measured Boundary Shear Stress"
"Show graph of boundary shear stress as measured with a Pitot tube"
"Measured Shear Stress"
"y-Position (mm)"
"Shear Stress"
"Q-H"
"Quadrant Hole"
"Hole Size
"Shear Stress
"Quad. Hole"
"Proportion"
"Q-H Proportion"
"Hole Size
"Proportion (%)"
"Duration"
"Q-H Duration"
"Hole Size
"Duration (%)"
"CMSD Duration"
"Q-H Channel-Mean St. Dev. Scaled Duration"
"Hole Size
"Duration (%)"
"Quadrant 1"
"Quadrant 2"
"Quadrant 3"
"Quadrant 4"
"blah"
"u'v'/(u'v'-bar)"
"Calculate u Correlation"

CALCULATE_CORRELATION_BUTTON_DESC
CALCULATE_CORRELATION_ERROR_TITLE
CALCULATE_CORRELATION_ERROR_MSG
SHOW_UW_QUADRANT_HOLE_ANALYSIS_BUTTON_LABEL
SHOW_UW_QUADRANT_HOLE_ANALYSIS_BUTTON_DESC
UW_UNNORMALISED_QUADRANT_HOLE_FRAME_TITLE
UW_NORMALISED_QUADRANT_HOLE_FRAME_TITLE
UW_QUADRANT_HOLE_SPLIT_SHEAR_STRESSES_GRID_TITLE
UW_QUADRANT_HOLE_SPLIT_SHEAR_STRESSES_GRID_X_AXIS_TITLE
UW_QUADRANT_HOLE_SPLIT_SHEAR_STRESSES_GRID_Y_AXIS_TITLE
UW_QUADRANT_HOLE_SPLIT_SHEAR_STRESS_GRAPH_BUTTON_LABEL
UW_QUADRANT_HOLE_SPLIT_SHEAR_STRESS_GRAPH_BUTTON_DESC
UW_QUADRANT_HOLE_SPLIT_SHEAR_STRESSES_GRID_LEGEND_KEY_LABEL
SHOW_UV_QUADRANT_HOLE_ANALYSIS_BUTTON_LABEL
SHOW_UV_QUADRANT_HOLE_ANALYSIS_BUTTON_DESC
UV_UNNORMALISED_QUADRANT_HOLE_FRAME_TITLE
UV_NORMALISED_QUADRANT_HOLE_FRAME_TITLE
UV_QUADRANT_HOLE_SPLIT_SHEAR_STRESSES_GRID_TITLE
UV_QUADRANT_HOLE_SPLIT_SHEAR_STRESSES_GRID_X_AXIS_TITLE
UV_QUADRANT_HOLE_SPLIT_SHEAR_STRESSES_GRID_Y_AXIS_TITLE
UV_QUADRANT_HOLE_SPLIT_SHEAR_STRESS_GRAPH_BUTTON_LABEL
UV_QUADRANT_HOLE_SPLIT_SHEAR_STRESS_GRAPH_BUTTON_DESC
UV_QUADRANT_HOLE_SPLIT_SHEAR_STRESSES_GRID_LEGEND_KEY_LABEL
LATERAL_FLUX_OF_STREAMWISE_TKE_GRAPH_BUTTON_LABEL
LATERAL_FLUX_OF_STREAMWISE_TKE_GRAPH_BUTTON_DESC
LATERAL_TKE_FLUX_GRID_TITLE
TURBULENCE_INTENSITY_GRAPH_BUTTON_LABEL

"Calculate the correlation between the measured u-velocities for the selected data points"
"Error Calculating Correlation"
"An error occured while trying to calculate the correlation between the
selected data points."
"Unnormalisedu'w' QH"
"Show unnormalisedu'w' Quadrant Hole Analysis graph for the selected
data points"
"Unnormalisedu'w' Quadrant Hole Analysis Display"
"Normalised u'w' Quadrant Hole Analysis Display"
"Unnormalisedu'w' Quadrant Hole Shear Stresses"
"Shear Stress"
"Depth (mm)"
"u'w' QH Shear Stress by Quadrant"
"Show graph of u'w' Quadrant Hole shear stress (hole size 0) by quadrant"
"Quadrant "
"Unnormalisedu'v' QH"
"Show u'v' Quadrant Hole Analysis graph for the selected data points"
"Unnormalisedu'v' Quadrant Hole Analysis Display"
"Normalised u'v' Quadrant Hole Analysis Display"
"Unnormalisedu'v' Quadrant Hole Shear Stresses"
"Shear Stress"
"Depth (mm)"
"u'v' QH Shear Stress by Quadrant"
"Show graph of u'v' Quadrant Hole shear stress (hole size 0)"
"Quadrant "
"Lateral TKE Flux"
"Show graph of lateral flux of turbulent kinetic energy"
"Lateral TKE Flux (0.5v'(u'^2 + v'^2 + w'^2))"
"Turbulence Intensity"

TURBULENCE_INTENSITY_GRAPH_BUTTON_DESC
TURBULENCE_INTENSITY_GRAPH_FRAME_TITLE
X_DIRECTION_TURBULENCE_INTENSITY_GRID_TITLE
Y_DIRECTION_TURBULENCE_INTENSITY_GRID_TITLE
Z_DIRECTION_TURBULENCE_INTENSITY_GRID_TITLE
TURBULENCE_INTENSITY_GRAPH_LEGEND_TEXT
VERTICAL_REYNOLDS_STRESS_GRAPH_BUTTON_LABEL
VERTICAL_REYNOLDS_STRESS_GRAPH_BUTTON_DESC
VERTICAL_REYNOLDS_STRESS_GRAPH_TITLE
HORIZONTAL_REYNOLDS_STRESS_GRAPH_BUTTON_LABEL
HORIZONTAL_REYNOLDS_STRESS_GRAPH_BUTTON_DESC
HORIZONTAL_REYNOLDS_STRESS_GRAPH_TITLE
V_PRIME_W_PRIME_GRAPH_BUTTON_LABEL
V_PRIME_W_PRIME_GRAPH_BUTTON_DESC
V_PRIME_W_PRIME_GRAPH_TITLE
V_PRIME_W_PRIME_GRAPH_LEGEND_TEXT
UW_CORRELATION_GRAPH_BUTTON_LABEL
UW_CORRELATION_GRAPH_BUTTON_DESC
UW_CORRELATION_GRAPH_TITLE
UW_CORRELATION_GRAPH_LEGEND_TEXT
VERTICAL_UW_CORRELATION_GRAPH_TITLE
VERTICAL_UW_CORRELATION_GRAPH_X_AXIS_TITLE
VERTICAL_UW_CORRELATION_GRAPH_Y_AXIS_TITLE
VERTICAL_UW_CORRELATION_GRAPH_LEGEND_KEY_LABEL
DEPTH_AVERAGED_UW_CORRELATION_GRAPH_TITLE
DEPTH_AVERAGED_UW_CORRELATION_GRAPH_X_AXIS_TITLE
DEPTH_AVERAGED_UW_CORRELATION_GRAPH_Y_AXIS_TITLE

"Show Turbulence Intensity graphs"
"Turbulence Intensity"
"x-Direction Turbulence Intensity (sqrt(u'^2-bar)/[Q/A] = " + '\u03c3' +
"[u]/[Q/A]; mean TI = %0%)"
"y-Direction Turbulence Intensity (sqrt(u'^2-bar)/[Q/A] = " + '\u03c3' +
"[v]/[Q/A]; mean TI = %0%)"
"z-Direction Turbulence Intensity (sqrt(u'^2-bar)/[Q/A] = " + '\u03c3' +
"[w]/[Q/A]; mean TI = %0%)"
"TI"
"Vertical (u'w') Reynolds' Stress"
"Show graph of vertical Reynolds' Stress"
"Vertical (-" + '\u03C1' + "u'w') Reynolds' Stress (mean = %0%)"
"Horizontal (u'v') Reynolds' Stress"
"Show graph of horizontal Reynolds' Stress"
"Horizontal (-" + '\u03C1' + "u'v') Reynolds' Stress (mean = %0%)"
"v'w'-bar"
"Show graph of v'w'-bar"
"v'w'-bar (mean = %0%)"
"v'w'"
"u'w' Correlation"
"Show graph of u'w' correlation"
"u'w' Correlation (u'w'/(" + '\u03c3' + "[u]" + '\u03c3' + "[w]) Reynolds'
Stress (mean = %0%)"
"corr."
"Vertical Distribution of u'w' Correlation"
"u'w' Correlation"
"z Position (mm)"
"y = "
"Depth-Averaged u'w' Correlation"
"y Position (mm)"
"Depth-Averaged u'w' Correlation"

UV_CORRELATION_GRAPH_BUTTON_LABEL
UV_CORRELATION_GRAPH_BUTTON_DESC
UV_CORRELATION_GRAPH_TITLE
UV_CORRELATION_GRAPH_LEGEND_TEXT
VERTICAL_UV_CORRELATION_GRAPH_TITLE
VERTICAL_UV_CORRELATION_GRAPH_X_AXIS_TITLE
VERTICAL_UV_CORRELATION_GRAPH_Y_AXIS_TITLE
VERTICAL_UV_CORRELATION_GRAPH_LEGEND_KEY_LABEL
DEPTH_AVERAGED_UV_CORRELATION_GRAPH_TITLE
DEPTH_AVERAGED_UV_CORRELATION_GRAPH_X_AXIS_TITLE
DEPTH_AVERAGED_UV_CORRELATION_GRAPH_Y_AXIS_TITLE
VW_CORRELATION_GRAPH_BUTTON_LABEL
VW_CORRELATION_GRAPH_BUTTON_DESC
VW_CORRELATION_GRAPH_TITLE
VW_CORRELATION_GRAPH_LEGEND_TEXT
VERTICAL_VW_CORRELATION_GRAPH_TITLE
VERTICAL_VW_CORRELATION_GRAPH_X_AXIS_TITLE
VERTICAL_VW_CORRELATION_GRAPH_Y_AXIS_TITLE
VERTICAL_VW_CORRELATION_GRAPH_LEGEND_KEY_LABEL
DEPTH_AVERAGED_VW_CORRELATION_GRAPH_TITLE
DEPTH_AVERAGED_VW_CORRELATION_GRAPH_X_AXIS_TITLE
DEPTH_AVERAGED_VW_CORRELATION_GRAPH_Y_AXIS_TITLE
REYNOLDS_STRESS_GRAPHS
TI_AND_TKE_AND_VORTICITY_GRAPHS
THIRD_ORDER_CORRELATION_GRAPHS
THIRD_ORDER_CORRELATIONS_300_GRAPH_BUTTON_LABEL
THIRD_ORDER_CORRELATIONS_300_GRAPH_BUTTON_DESC
THIRD_ORDER_CORRELATIONS_210_GRAPH_BUTTON_LABEL
THIRD_ORDER_CORRELATIONS_210_GRAPH_BUTTON_DESC

"u'v' Correlation"
"Show graph of u'v' correlation"
"u'v' Correlation (u'v'/(" + '\u03c3' + "[u]" + '\u03c3' + "[v]) Reynolds'
Stress (mean = %0%)"
"corr."
"Vertical Distribution of u'v' Correlation"
"u'v' Correlation"
"z Position (mm)"
"y = "
"Depth-Averaged u'v' Correlation"
"y Position (mm)"
"Depth-Averaged u'v' Correlation"
"v'w' Correlation"
"Show graph of v'w' correlation"
"v'w' Correlation (v'w'/(" + '\u03c3' + "[u]" + '\u03c3' + "[v]) Reynolds'
Stress (mean = %0%)"
"corr."
"Vertical Distribution of v'w' Correlation"
"v'w' Correlation"
"z Position (mm)"
"y = "
"Depth-Averaged v'w' Correlation"
"y Position (mm)"
"Depth-Averaged v'w' Correlation"
"Reynolds' Stress Graphs"
"TKE
"Third Order Correlations Graphs"
"3-0-0"
"Show 3-0-0 third order correlation graph"
"2-1-0"
"Show 2-1-0 third order correlation graph"

THIRD_ORDER_CORRELATIONS_120_GRAPH_BUTTON_LABEL
THIRD_ORDER_CORRELATIONS_120_GRAPH_BUTTON_DESC
THIRD_ORDER_CORRELATIONS_030_GRAPH_BUTTON_LABEL
THIRD_ORDER_CORRELATIONS_030_GRAPH_BUTTON_DESC
THIRD_ORDER_CORRELATION_GRID_300_TITLE
THIRD_ORDER_CORRELATION_GRID_210_TITLE
THIRD_ORDER_CORRELATION_GRID_120_TITLE
THIRD_ORDER_CORRELATION_GRID_030_TITLE
THIRD_ORDER_CORRELATION_GRID_X_AXIS_TITLE
THIRD_ORDER_CORRELATION_GRID_Y_AXIS_TITLE
THIRD_ORDER_CORRELATION_GRID_LEGEND_TEXT
EXPORT_GRAPH_AS_TABLE_BUTTON_LABEL
EXPORT_GRAPH_BUTTON_DESC
EXPORT_GRAPH_FOR_MATLAB_BUTTON_LABEL
EXPORT_GRAPH_FOR_MATLAB_BUTTON_DESC
POWER_SPECTRUM_LABEL
QH_UW_Q1_TO_Q3_RATIO_GRAPH_FRAME_TITLE
QH_UW_Q1_TO_Q3_RATIO_GRAPH_TITLE
QH_UW_Q1_TO_Q3_RATIO_GRAPH_BUTTON_LABEL
QH_UW_Q1_TO_Q3_RATIO_GRAPH_BUTTON_DESC
QH_UW_Q2_TO_Q4_RATIO_GRAPH_FRAME_TITLE
QH_UW_Q2_TO_Q4_RATIO_GRAPH_TITLE
QH_Q1_TO_Q3_RATIO_GRAPH_LEGEND_TEXT
QH_Q2_TO_Q4_RATIO_GRAPH_LEGEND_TEXT
QH_UW_Q2_TO_Q4_RATIO_GRAPH_BUTTON_LABEL
QH_UW_Q2_TO_Q4_RATIO_GRAPH_BUTTON_DESC
QH_UW_Q2_AND_Q4_TO_Q1_AND_Q3_EVENTS_GRAPH_FRAME_TITLE
QH_UW_Q2_AND_Q4_TO_Q1_AND_Q3_EVENTS_GRAPH_TITLE
QH_Q2_AND_Q4_TO_Q1_AND_Q3_EVENTS_GRAPH_LEGEND_TEXT
QH_UW_Q2_AND_Q4_TO_Q1_AND_Q3_EVENTS_RATIO_GRAPH_BUTTON_LA
BEL

"1-2-0"
"Show 1-2-0 third order correlation graph"
"0-3-0"
"Show 0-3-0 third order correlation graph"
"3-0-0 Third Order Correlation"
"2-1-0 Third Order Correlation"
"1-2-0 Third Order Correlation"
"0-3-0 Third Order Correlation"
"Third Order Correlation"
"Z Position (mm)"
"Corr."
"Export as Table"
"Export graph data as CSV file"
"Export for Matlab"
"Export graph as file for Matlab"
"Power Spectrum"
"u'w' Q1 To Q3 Ratio"
"u'w' Q1 To Q3 Ratio (mean = %0%)"
"u'w' Q1-Q3 Ratio"
"Show u'w' quadrant-hole analysis Q1-Q3 ratio graph"
"u'w' Q2 To Q4 Ratio"
"u'w' Q2 To Q4 Ratio (mean = %0%)"
"Q1/Q3"
"Q2/Q4"
"u'w' Q2-Q4 Ratio"
"Show u'w' quadrant-hole analysis Q2-Q4 ratio graph"
"u'w' Q2 and Q4 to Q1 and Q3 Events Ratio"
"u'w' Q2 and Q4 to Q1 and Q3 Events Ratio"
"(Q2 + Q4)/(Q1 + Q3)"
"u'w' Q2 and Q4 to Q1 and Q3 Events Ratio"

QH_UW_Q2_AND_Q4_TO_Q1_AND_Q3_EVENTS_RATIO_GRAPH_BUTTON_D
ESC
TKE_FLUX_GRAPH_BUTTON_LABEL
TKE_FLUX_GRAPH_BUTTON_DESC
TKE_FLUX_GRAPH_FRAME_TITLE
X_DIRECTION_TKE_FLUX_GRAPH_TITLE
Y_DIRECTION_TKE_FLUX_GRAPH_TITLE
Z_DIRECTION_TKE_FLUX_GRAPH_TITLE
TKE_FLUX_GRAPH_LEGEND_TEXT
SHOW_POWER_SPECTRUM_BUTTON_LABEL
SHOW_POWER_SPECTRUM_BUTTON_DESC
POWER_SPECTRUM_GRAPH_FRAME_TITLE
POWER_SPECTRUM_GRAPH_TITLE
POWER_SPECTRUM_GRAPH_X_AXIS_LABEL
POWER_SPECTRUM_GRAPH_Y_AXIS_LABEL
BACKWARD_COMPATIBILITY_MISSING_DATA_TITLE

BACKWARD_COMPATIBILITY_MISSING_DATA_MSG
REMOVE_DATA_POINTS_ERROR_TITLE
REMOVE_DATA_POINTS_ERROR_MSG
REMOVE_DATA_POINT_NO_SUCH_DATA_POINT_ERROR_TITLE
REMOVE_DATA_POINT_NO_SUCH_DATA_POINT_ERROR_MSG
REMOVE_DATA_POINTS_BUTTON_LABEL
REMOVE_DATA_POINTS_BUTTON_DESC
CALCULATE_EOF_R_MATRIX_BUTTON_LABEL
CALCULATE_EOF_R_MATRIX_BUTTON_DESC
CALCULATE_EOF_R_MATRIX_DIALOG_TITLE
EOF_R_MATRIX_DIALOG_Y1_LABEL
EOF_R_MATRIX_DIALOG_Y2_LABEL
EOF_R_MATRIX_DIALOG_Z1_LABEL

"Show u'w' quadrant-hole analysis Q2 and Q4 to Q1 and Q3 events ratio
graph"
"TKE Flux Graph"
"Show graph of TKE flux"
"TKE Flux"
"Streamwise TKE Flux (0.5u'(u'^2 + v'^2 + w'^2); mean=%0%)"
"Transverse TKE Flux (0.5v'(u'^2 + v'^2 + w'^2); mean=%0%)"
"Vertical TKE Flux (0.5w'(u'^2 + v'^2 + w'^2); mean=%0%)"
"TKE Flux"
"Show Power Spectra"
"Show graph of the power spectra for the selected data points"
"Power Spectrum"
"Power Spectrum"
"Frequency"
"Power"
"Missing Summary Data"
"Some summary data items are missing from the XML.\nThis may be due
to the data being from an old version.\nIt is suggested that all data is recalculated."
"Error While Removing Data Point"
"An error occured while trying to remove the data points."
"Error While Removing Data Point"
"The data point (%0%-%1%) does not exist."
"Remove Data Points"
"Remove the selected data points"
"EOF \"R\" Matrix"
"Calculate the \"R\" matrix for Empirical Orthogonal Function analysis"
"Calculate EOF \"R\" Matrix"
"y1: "
"y2: "
"z1: "

EOF_R_MATRIX_DIALOG_Z2_LABEL
EOF_R_MATRIX_DIALOG_TITLE
EOF_R_MATRIX_INCOMPLETE_GRID_TITLE
EOF_R_MATRIX_INCOMPLETE_GRID_MSG
CALCULATE_DATA_POINT_SUMMARY_DATA
CALCULATE_DATA_POINT_SUMMARY_DATA_DESC
CALCULATE_DPS_REYNOLDS_STRESSES
CALCULATE_DPS_REYNOLDS_STRESSES_DESC
CALCULATE_DPS_QH_DATA
CALCULATE_DPS_QH_DATA_DESC
CALCULATE_DPS_TKE_DATA
CALCULATE_DPS_TKE_DATA_DESC
CALCULATE_DPS_FIXED_PROBE_CORRELATIONS
CALCULATE_DPS_FIXED_PROBE_CORRELATIONS_DESC
CREATE_ROTATION_CORRECTION_BATCH_BUTTON_LABEL
CREATE_ROTATION_CORRECTION_BATCH_BUTTON_DESC
ERROR_CALCULATING_BATCH_ROTATION_CORRECTION_TITLE
ERROR_CALCULATING_BATCH_ROTATION_CORRECTION_MSG
SELECTION_TOOL_BUTTON_LABEL
SELECTION_TOOL_BUTTON_DESC
Y_COORD_MIN_LABEL
Y_COORD_MAX_LABEL
Z_COORD_MIN_LABEL
Z_COORD_MAX_LABEL
SELECTION_TOOL_NEW_SELECTION_BUTTON_LABEL
SELECTION_TOOL_EXTEND_SELECTION_BUTTON_LABEL
BATCH_THETA_ROTATION_CORRECTION_COLUMN_TITLE
BATCH_ALPHA_ROTATION_CORRECTION_COLUMN_TITLE
BATCH_PHI_ROTATION_CORRECTION_COLUMN_TITLE

"z2: "
"EOF \"R\" Matrix Bounds"
"Incomplete Data Grid"
"The selected data point range includes y-coordinates for which the set of
z-coordinates is incomplete."
"Calculate DPS Data"
"Calculate uncalculated data point summary data fields"
"Reynolds' Stresses"
"Calculate Reynolds' stresses for all data points"
"Quadrant Hole"
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VERTICAL_TURBULENCE_GENERATION_GRAPH_LEGEND_TEXT
HORIZONTAL_TURBULENCE_GENERATION_TAB_LABEL
HORIZONTAL_TURBULENCE_GENERATION_GRAPH_TITLE
HORIZONTAL_TURBULENCE_GENERATION_GRAPH_LEGEND_TEXT
VERTICAL_TURBULENCE_DISSIPATION_TAB_LABEL

"Multi-Run"
"Synchronise Multi-Run runs on:"
"By default synchronise runs on:"
"Maximum Value"
"Maximum"
"Limiting Value:"
"Limiting Value:"
""
""
"Direction: "
"Direction: "
"Rising:0;Falling:1"
"Full Series Correlation: "
"Ensemble Correlation: "
"Random Ensemble Correlation: "
"Mean True Ensemble Corr. 1: "
"Mean True Ensemble Corr. 1: "
"Mean Random Ensemble Corr. 1: "
"Mean Random Ensemble Corr. 1: "
"NYC"
"Processing file: %0% %1%"
"Turbulence Gen./Diss."
"Turbulence Generation and Dissipation"
"Tubulence Generation and Dissipation %0%"
"Vertical Generation"
"Vertical Turbulence Generation (mean = %0%)"
"G"
"Horizontal Generation"
"Horizontal Turbulence Generation (mean = %0%)"
"G"
"Vertical Dissipation"

VERTICAL_TURBULENCE_DISSIPATION_GRAPH_TITLE
VERTICAL_TURBULENCE_DISSIPATION_GRAPH_LEGEND_TEXT
HORIZONTAL_TURBULENCE_DISSIPATION_TAB_LABEL
HORIZONTAL_TURBULENCE_DISSIPATION_GRAPH_TITLE
HORIZONTAL_TURBULENCE_DISSIPATION_GRAPH_LEGEND_TEXT

"Vertical Turbulence Dissipation (mean = %0%)"
"E"
"Horizontal Dissipation"
"Horizontal Turbulence Dissipation (mean = %0%)"
"E"
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Appendix D – CSV Test Data
To test that the decimal separator is correct, create two text files. In the first (“10-10.csv”), enter:
0.01
-0.183
0.65
0.575
-0.05
and in the second (“10-20.csv”), enter:
0,01
-0,183
0,65
0,575
-0,05
Create a new dataset, with CSV File Format set to “x” (Figure 26), and import the two data files. The correct
“U Filtered Mean” of 0.2004 will be seen for the file which has the correct separator.

Figure 26

